Dear editor

We are grateful for Dr. Surbhi Agrawal’s inquiries regarding retinal detachment, systemic antibiotics, retreatment decisions, examination continuity, and Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study (EVS) comparisons. We will try to respond in order and succinctly.

The primary purpose of our retrospective case series treating acute postcataract endophthalmitis (APCE) eyes was to show that using fundus obscuration as the indication for immediate complete vitrectomy (77% of cases) and retreating (61% of cases) whenever infection control remained in doubt, resulted in substantially greater salvage of good vision (79% of eyes 20/40 or better) than has heretofore been published in any detailed case series. Initial tap/inject predominates in other series, with results ranging from 25% to 50% recovery of 20/40 visual acuity.1

Retinal Detachment

In our experience, endophthalmitis-related retinal detachments usually occur from necrotic holes rather than from iatrogenic tears (see images). The best randomized evidence we will likely ever have to support this theory comes from the EVS itself, which found that the rate of retinal detachment was highly correlated with infection severity, with no difference observed between the VIT and TAP groups.2 If this held true in the 20 gauge era,3 the iatrogenic contribution of vitrectomy is even less pronounced with high speed, small gauge cutters that have now substantially reduced the risk of producing retinal tears.4

Using such technology, we found that more complete vitrectomy and its more frequent use (89% of eyes vs 54% of EVS eyes) did not increase the rate of retinal detachment (6.4% of eyes vs 8% of EVS eyes).1,2 All 4 retinal detachments in our series occurred in eyes that underwent vitrectomy for especially severe infections. Two eyes (3.2%) had keratopathy prohibiting complete vitrectomy, and two eyes (3.2%) had severe existent endophthalmitis retinopathy at initial vitrectomy. Two of those detachments had defects that seemed consistent with necrosis, and the other 2 had nonspecific defects that could not be reliably attributed to iatrogenic injury or necrosis.

Of the seven eyes (11%) that did not require initial or subsequent vitrectomy, none developed a retinal detachment. But these were all eyes with less severe...
infections, a relatively preserved fundus view, and no endophthalmitis retinopathy. A comparative analysis of the retinal detachment risk of TAP vs VIT is therefore not possible in our nonrandomized study.

**Systemic Antibiotics**
We believe that appropriate systemic antibiotics likely achieve inhibitory intraretinal levels, protecting against endophthalmitis retinopathy and consequent necrotic holes. This may explain why retinal detachment occurred twice as frequently (11.2% vs 5.3%) in the EVS patients randomized to receive no systemic antibiotics.² Although potentially contributory, we do not believe that the difference in the systemic antibiotics used in our study vs the EVS was a major contributor to the improved visual outcomes seen in our study, as both systemic regimens covered at least 90% of cultured bacteria.⁵ The EVS itself concurred,⁵ and further concluded that use of systemic antibiotics made no difference in visual acuity outcomes, pointing out that systemic vancomycin specifically does not produce significant vitreous cavity levels relative to direct intravitreal injection.²,⁵ To achieve protective intraretinal antibiotic levels and to facilitate outpatient therapy, we plan to use orally administered moxifloxacin as part of future treatment.⁶

**Retreatment**
We sought to achieve early establishment of a toxin-free vitreous cavity, and to maintain it with retreatment as necessary, using recurrent media opacification as the most important indicator of uncontrolled infection and/or inflammation. Substantial endophthalmitis retinopathy at initial vitrectomy OR an ominous gram stain result made us less tolerant of relapsing media opacity, even on postoperative day one; whereas we were more tolerant of modest recrudescence if no substantial retinopathy was found, AND the gram stain result was “benign.” An algorithm for such retreatment decisions is being designed.

Confirmation of the need to retreat inadequately responsive eyes is apparent from the fact that 27.5% of such recultured eyes in this study and 42% in the EVS remained culture positive at retreatment.¹,² Thus, “one and done” treatment (used in 90% of EVS eyes) failed to promptly sterilize these eyes.

Vitrectomy retreatment was used to remove substantial recurrent purulence, and tap/inject was used alone when media remained reasonably clear, yet infection control remained in doubt. But retreatment with antibiotic injection alone leaves intravitreal toxins produced by viable infecting bacteria and toxins liberated upon their death - both important agents in producing endophthalmitis retinopathy.⁷,⁸

The financial/emotional strain of a recurrent vitrectomy is preferable to that of the increased vision loss that we are convinced would otherwise occur in eyes so treated.¹,²

**Examination Continuity**
Assessment and treatment by differing physicians was kept to a minimum, with close communication. One of us (BD) is working to develop cell phone based photographic techniques to provide even more reliable comparisons of ocular media for the twice daily examinations we advocate during the critical first 2 days of treatment.

**EVS Comparisons**
By using fundus obscuration rather than presenting visual acuity as the determining criterion for initial treatment of APCE eyes, our vitrectomy-favoring treatment differed strikingly from the initial treatment recommendations of the EVS.² We are currently designing a prospective clinical trial of our concepts. A more direct EVS comparison will then be possible. In the meantime, each physician must decide which aspects of our proposed treatment are most important in achieving the best possible outcome for APCE patients.

Known baseline data available from the EVS were presented alongside our study data in Table 1. They are similar except that 79% of our eyes were culture positive vs 69% in the EVS; and virulent bacteria were initially cultured in 29% of our eyes vs 22% of EVS eyes.¹,² A possible explanation for this difference is that we included only acute presenting cases within 15 days of cataract surgery, whereas EVS eyes were included out to 63 days from cataract surgery.² We expect that eyes presenting so late would more likely be culture negative or nonvirulent, making our improved results in more acute cases all the more remarkable.
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